
After holding several positions in marketing and
event management, Christine founded her
company Friedreich Hospitality in 2012. National
and international companies rely on her
experience to help them stand out and stay one
step ahead of the competition through authentic
service and an extraordinary guest experience.

Christine puts her values into practice every day,
encouraging excellence, well-being and
enthusiasm for herself and her employees across
her three companies. She works alongside her
teams to give her customers and guests a genuine
guest experience, showing them what well
thought-out hospitality concepts can achieve.
Since 2012, she has been passionately sharing her
experience and knowledge by lecturing at
universities at home and abroad. She inspires her
audience with authenticity and humour.

Hospitable. Confident.
Innovative. Curious.
Service oriented.
Passionate.

Christine
Friedreich

THE ART OF HOSPITALITY

With her competence, positive attitude and long-
standing practical experience, Christine Friedreich
stands for authentic service culture and hospitality
in action. Her clients call her the “Queen of
Hospitality”.

www.friedreich.at Christine Friedreich christinefriedreich



The greatest value of any company is always its employees. The teammakes the difference,

bringing the values of the company out into the world.

Employee experience is a hot topic today. From the application process to the day-to-day

business: your employees want to feel like they matter, and like they belong to the company.

The feel-good factor plays a large role here. Does my staff have everything they need to do

their jobs? Do they have a quiet place to work and a space to be creative? It doesn't stop there.

Hospitality for employees also means creating a corporate culture where self-fulfilment is

encouraged. Added value is created when employees stop acting only on their own behalf,

but can identify with the company's goals, practice them and thus make their contribution.

Christine talks about interpersonal aspects and the values that must be shared. She shares her

own experiences and shows how to practice hospitality in one's own company, creating

belonging and togetherness

Home Away From Home -
the foundations of hospitality

Don’t believe that a building alone can create awow effect? Wrong! Christine Friedreich is sure
of one thing: to generate enthusiasm, you should already be thinking about hospitality during
the design and build phases.
It's not just crystal chandeliers, marble columns and impressive designer furniture that put a
smile on our faces. It’s the small details that give us much more pleasure. The right light to
work in, a sensibly furnished seminar room, a workplace thatmakes you feel at ease, a well
signposted underground car park, a subtle scent that flows through the entire building,
pleasant fabrics and materials or an uncomplicated walk to my meeting.
The list goes on and on. Christine has been studying the first impression for many years and
knows one thing for sure: even when planning a building, it helps to look at everything through
the eyes of the users and to put yourself in their shoes and in those of your guests.

Positive and negative examples, anecdotes and a few insider tips from her own business round
off an engaging lecture that brings two initially contrasting topics into relationship with each
other.

No guest experience
without employee experience1
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We all know what it’s like to be a guest. From an early age, we were guests everywhere, until

later, when we became hosts.

One thing is clear: enthusiasm is born in the places where expectations are exceeded. And

that is exactly what motivates your guests, employees, customers and partners to come back.

Knowing and understanding the needs and wishes of your guests is essential. Only when

you learn to successfully put yourself in your guests' shoes can you implement bespoke

hospitality measures and shape the guest experience in your company in a sustainable and

targeted way. But how? ‘Hospitality’ and ‘Guest Experience’ are very elastic terms that are not

tangible for many people at first. In her presentation, Christine talks about “hospitality basics”

using dynamic examples to set the stage. Who are my guests? What is hospitality all about and

how can I use it in my business? Which details have a great impact? Christine has the answers

to those questions and many more! You can look forward to an introduction on how to create

enthusiasm and achieve a wow effect with your guests.

What makes a good event and what is an experience? Where are the parallels and what are the
differences?
Christine Friedreich has experience in events and event management. She knows what makes
an event stick in people’s minds for a long time. Whether it's a football World Cup, a
restaurant visit or a business meeting: with the right presentation, even a site inspection can
be used as an opportunity to impress. What sets Christine apart from the rest? For her, an event
is not just an event. With the right planning and an eye for detail, enthusiasm can be created.
That is how an event becomes an experience.
She is particularly passionate about putting the customer journey and hospitality measures
into the focus of every activity. The small details make the biggest difference. Above all, guests
remember how they felt at the event.
This card should be played in order to create unique wowmoments.

Places of enthusiasm -
Designing different worlds of experience

From events to experiences-
Atmospheres with enthusias potential
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Christine Friedreich knows what she is talking about. Of course she does; she’s been in the

industry for over 20 years. In 2012, before founding her first company, the term hospitality was

only recognised by a few in the German-speaking world. People kept asking her if she was a

consultant for hospitals. Today, everyone is talking about hospitality. Over the years, Christine

has been through it all: mishaps and successes; but above all, she has gained valuable

experience.

She uses this knowledge and a few entertaining anecdotes to recount her biggest challenges,

craziest attempts and most exciting projects from these past years. One thing she has learned

for sure: mistakes are a good thing.

From founding a company to managing her latest projects, the road has been long. Christine

has numerous stories up her sleeve. She knows how to entertain others with her experiences and

inspire them for the world of hospitality. In this lecture, she shares her secrets, gives tips

that she herself wishes she had had at the beginning and chats about her very personal path

to the top of the hospitality industry, where she is also known as the “Queen of Hospitality”.

Thinking outside the box -
Service culture as a success factor

How do I position my services so that I stand out from the crowd?
Nowadays, every product and every service can be compared anywhere and anytime. That's why
it’s important to highlight the service and emphasise it with personality.
To stand out from the crowd, an authentic service culture with a lot of heart and an eye for every
little detail is a clear advantage. Guests' expectations and wishes change quickly, so in order to
keep up, it is helpful to know the guests well, to constantly question their rapidly changing needs
and to adapt accordingly.
The focus is on human connection, excellence and customer orientation. In this keynote,
Christine Friedreich shows you her own cards and, as a service expert, shares tips on how to
customise your service culture. Besides providing impulses and pointers, she also talks about her
game rules and how to set yourself apart from the competition.
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Best practices from
10 years hospitality



Vorträge auf Deutsch, Englisch
und authentisch Österreichisch!
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Areas of focus Booking and enquiries

Ready to learn more? Ready to talk.

We look forward to receiving your enquiry: keynotes,
discussions, lectures and workshops.

The content will be individually tailored to your
needs and wishes so that we can offer you and your
guests the best possible added value.

Hospitality und Guest Experience

Fee information on request.

Travel costs and expenses outside Vienna will
be charged on 1:1 basis.

Christine Friedreich would love to
meet you in person or for a virtual
cup of coffee!

Julia Timmelmayer
+43 664 166 71 06
j.timmelmayer@friedreich.at

Customer Journey

Employee Experience

Customer and Employee Enthusiasm

A selection of past testimonials and customer reviews can be found at www.friedreich.at

Competen
t.

Inspiri
ng.

Captiv
ating.

Embodying hospitality and the guest
experience – the ultimate in customer
loyalty, and your key to success.

Identity needs
Experience.
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